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How scientists through the ages have conducted thought experiments using
imaginary entities—demons—to test the laws of nature and push the frontiers of
what is possible Science may be known for banishing the demons of superstition
from the modern world. Yet just as the demon-haunted world was being
exorcized by the enlightening power of reason, a new kind of demon
mischievously materialized in the scientific imagination itself. Scientists began to
employ hypothetical beings to perform certain roles in thought
experiments—experiments that can only be done in the imagination—and these
impish assistants helped scientists achieve major breakthroughs that pushed
forward the frontiers of science and technology. Spanning four centuries of
discovery—from René Descartes, whose demon could hijack sensorial reality, to
James Clerk Maxwell, whose molecular-sized demon deftly broke the second law
of thermodynamics, to Darwin, Einstein, Feynman, and beyond—Jimena Canales
tells a shadow history of science and the demons that bedevil it. She reveals how
the greatest scientific thinkers used demons to explore problems, test the limits of
what is possible, and better understand nature. Their imaginary familiars helped
unlock the secrets of entropy, heredity, relativity, quantum mechanics, and other
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scientific wonders—and continue to inspire breakthroughs in the realms of
computer science, artificial intelligence, and economics today. The world may no
longer be haunted as it once was, but the demons of the scientific imagination
are alive and well, continuing to play a vital role in scientists' efforts to explore the
unknown and make the impossible real.
Stochastic processes occur everywhere in the sciences, economics and
engineering, and they need to be understood by (applied) mathematicians,
engineers and scientists alike. This book gives a gentle introduction to Brownian
motion and stochastic processes, in general. Brownian motion plays a special
role, since it shaped the whole subject, displays most random phenomena while
being still easy to treat, and is used in many real-life models. Im this new edition,
much material is added, and there are new chapters on ''Wiener Chaos and
Iterated Itô Integrals'' and ''Brownian Local Times''.
Brownian motion is one of the most important stochastic processes in continuous
time and with continuous state space. Within the realm of stochastic processes,
Brownian motion is at the intersection of Gaussian processes, martingales,
Markov processes, diffusions and random fractals, and it has influenced the
study of these topics. Its central position within mathematics is matched by
numerous applications in science, engineering and mathematical finance. Often
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textbooks on probability theory cover, if at all, Brownian motion only briefly. On
the other hand, there is a considerable gap to more specialized texts on
Brownian motion which is not so easy to overcome for the novice. The authors'
aim was to write a book which can be used as an introduction to Brownian motion
and stochastic calculus, and as a first course in continuous-time and continuousstate Markov processes. They also wanted to have a text which would be both a
readily accessible mathematical back-up for contemporary applications (such as
mathematical finance) and a foundation to get easy access to advanced
monographs. This textbook, tailored to the needs of graduate and advanced
undergraduate students, covers Brownian motion, starting from its elementary
properties, certain distributional aspects, path properties, and leading to
stochastic calculus based on Brownian motion. It also includes numerical recipes
for the simulation of Brownian motion.
This sequel to Brownian Motion and Stochastic Calculus by the same authors
develops contingent claim pricing and optimal consumption/investment in both
complete and incomplete markets, within the context of Brownian-motion-driven
asset prices. The latter topic is extended to a study of equilibrium, providing
conditions for existence and uniqueness of market prices which support trading
by several heterogeneous agents. Although much of the incomplete-market
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material is available in research papers, these topics are treated for the first time
in a unified manner. The book contains an extensive set of references and notes
describing the field, including topics not treated in the book. This book will be of
interest to researchers wishing to see advanced mathematics applied to finance.
The material on optimal consumption and investment, leading to equilibrium, is
addressed to the theoretical finance community. The chapters on contingent
claim valuation present techniques of practical importance, especially for pricing
exotic options.
The Dutch scientist Hendrik Kramers (1894-1952) was one of the greatest
theoretical physicists of the twentieth century--and one of a mere handful who
have made major contributions across the whole field. Physicists know his name
from, among other things, the Kramers dispersion theory, the KramersHeisenberg dispersion formulae, the Kramers opacity formula, the Kramers
degeneracy, and the Kramers-Kronig relations. Yet few people know more than
the name, or recognize the full depth and range of his contributions. In this book,
D. ter Haar seeks to change that. He presents for the first time anywhere a
comprehensive discussion of Kramers's scientific work, and reprints twelve of his
most important papers. The author shows us that Kramers's remarkable and
diverse work makes him at least the equal of such celebrated physicists as Fermi
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and Landau. He takes us through Kramers's groundbreaking research in such
subjects as quantum theory, quantum electrodynamics, statistical mechanics,
and solid-state physics. The papers he reprints include Kramers's derivation of
the dispersion formulae that led to Heisenberg's matrix mechanics; his classic
paper on the Brownian-motion approach to chemical reactions; a pioneering
paper on polymers; and a paper on renormalization, a concept first introduced by
Kramers and now one of the basic ideas of modern field theory. This book will
change how we view the course of twentieth-century science and will show that
Kramers was indeed one of the masters of modern physics.
This is a very basic and accessible introduction to option pricing, invoking a
minimum of stochastic analysis and requiring only basic mathematical skills. It
covers the theory essential to the statistical modeling of stocks, pricing of
derivatives with martingale theory, and computational finance including both finitedifference and Monte Carlo methods.
Encompassing both introductory and more advanced research material, these
notes deal with the author's contributions to stochastic processes and focus on
Brownian motion processes and its derivative white noise. Originally published in
1970. The Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest print-on-demand technology
to again make available previously out-of-print books from the distinguished
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backlist of Princeton University Press. These editions preserve the original texts
of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and
hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase
access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published
by Princeton University Press since its founding in 1905.
Brownian MotionAn Introduction to Stochastic ProcessesWalter de Gruyter GmbH & Co
KG
Stochastic calculus has important applications to mathematical finance. This book will
appeal to practitioners and students who want an elementary introduction to these
areas. From the reviews: "As the preface says, ‘This is a text with an attitude, and it is
designed to reflect, wherever possible and appropriate, a prejudice for the concrete
over the abstract’. This is also reflected in the style of writing which is unusually lively
for a mathematics book." --ZENTRALBLATT MATH
This textbook is devoted to the general asymptotic theory of statistical experiments.
Local asymptotics for statistical models in the sense of local asymptotic (mixed)
normality or local asymptotic quadraticity make up the core of the book. Numerous
examples deal with classical independent and identically distributed models and with
stochastic processes. The book can be read in different ways, according to possibly
different mathematical preferences of the reader. One reader may focus on the
statistical theory, and thus on the chapters about Gaussian shift models, mixed normal
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and quadratic models, and on local asymptotics where the limit model is a Gaussian
shift or a mixed normal or a quadratic experiment (LAN, LAMN, LAQ). Another reader
may prefer an introduction to stochastic process models where given statistical results
apply, and thus concentrate on subsections or chapters on likelihood ratio processes
and some diffusion type models where LAN, LAMN or LAQ occurs. Finally, readers
might put together both aspects. The book is suitable for graduate students starting to
work in statistics of stochastic processes, as well as for researchers interested in a
precise introduction to this area.
Stochastic processes occur everywhere in sciences and engineering, and need to be
understood by applied mathematicians, engineers and scientists alike. This book
introduces the reader gently to the subject. Brownian motions are a stochastic process,
central to many applications and easy to treat. The new edition enlarges the existing
chapters and offers new full chapters on Wiener Chaos and Iterated Integrals and
Brownian Local Times.
Since the publication of the first edition in 1994, this book has attracted constant
interests from readers and is by now regarded as a standard reference for the theory of
Dirichlet forms. For the present second edition, the authors not only revised the existing
text, but also added some new sections as well as several exercises with solutions. The
book addresses to researchers and graduate students who wish to comprehend the
area of Dirichlet forms and symmetric Markov processes.
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This is the second updated and extended edition of the successful book on FeynmanKac theory. It offers a state-of-the-art mathematical account of functional integration
methods in the context of self-adjoint operators and semigroups using the concepts and
tools of modern stochastic analysis. The first volume concentrates on Feynman-Kactype formulae and Gibbs measures.
A graduate-course text, written for readers familiar with measure-theoretic probability
and discrete-time processes, wishing to explore stochastic processes in continuous
time. The vehicle chosen for this exposition is Brownian motion, which is presented as
the canonical example of both a martingale and a Markov process with continuous
paths. In this context, the theory of stochastic integration and stochastic calculus is
developed, illustrated by results concerning representations of martingales and change
of measure on Wiener space, which in turn permit a presentation of recent advances in
financial economics. The book contains a detailed discussion of weak and strong
solutions of stochastic differential equations and a study of local time for
semimartingales, with special emphasis on the theory of Brownian local time. The
whole is backed by a large number of problems and exercises.
The purpose of this book is to present a comprehensive account of the different definitions of
stochastic integration for fBm, and to give applications of the resulting theory. Particular
emphasis is placed on studying the relations between the different approaches. Readers are
assumed to be familiar with probability theory and stochastic analysis, although the
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mathematical techniques used in the book are thoroughly exposed and some of the necessary
prerequisites, such as classical white noise theory and fractional calculus, are recalled in the
appendices. This book will be a valuable reference for graduate students and researchers in
mathematics, biology, meteorology, physics, engineering and finance.
The series is devoted to the publication of monographs and high-level textbooks in
mathematics, mathematical methods and their applications. Apart from covering important
areas of current interest, a major aim is to make topics of an interdisciplinary nature accessible
to the non-specialist. The works in this series are addressed to advanced students and
researchers in mathematics and theoretical physics. In addition, it can serve as a guide for
lectures and seminars on a graduate level. The series de Gruyter Studies in Mathematics was
founded ca. 30 years ago by the late Professor Heinz Bauer and Professor Peter Gabriel with
the aim to establish a series of monographs and textbooks of high standard, written by
scholars with an international reputation presenting current fields of research in pure and
applied mathematics. While the editorial board of the Studies has changed with the years, the
aspirations of the Studies are unchanged. In times of rapid growth of mathematical knowledge
carefully written monographs and textbooks written by experts are needed more than ever, not
least to pave the way for the next generation of mathematicians. In this sense the editorial
board and the publisher of the Studies are devoted to continue the Studies as a service to the
mathematical community. Please submit any book proposals to Niels Jacob.
Following the publication of the Japanese edition of this book, several inter esting
developments took place in the area. The author wanted to describe some of these, as well as
to offer suggestions concerning future problems which he hoped would stimulate readers
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working in this field. For these reasons, Chapter 8 was added. Apart from the additional
chapter and a few minor changes made by the author, this translation closely follows the text of
the original Japanese edition. We would like to thank Professor J. L. Doob for his helpful
comments on the English edition. T. Hida T. P. Speed v Preface The physical phenomenon
described by Robert Brown was the complex and erratic motion of grains of pollen suspended
in a liquid. In the many years which have passed since this description, Brownian motion has
become an object of study in pure as well as applied mathematics. Even now many of its
important properties are being discovered, and doubtless new and useful aspects remain to be
discovered. We are getting a more and more intimate understanding of Brownian motion.
"This is a magnificent book! Its purpose is to describe in considerable detail a variety of
techniques used by probabilists in the investigation of problems concerning Brownian
motion....This is THE book for a capable graduate student starting out on research in
probability: the effect of working through it is as if the authors are sitting beside one,
enthusiastically explaining the theory, presenting further developments as exercises."
–BULLETIN OF THE L.M.S.
Molecular Machines presents a dynamic new approach to the physics of enzymes and DNA
from the perspective of materials science. Unified around the concept of molecular
deformability—how proteins and DNA stretch, fold, and change shape—this book describes the
complex molecules of life from the innovative perspective of materials properties and
dynamics, in contrast to structural or purely chemical approaches. It covers a wealth of topics,
including nonlinear deformability of enzymes and DNA; the chemo-dynamic cycle of enzymes;
supra-molecular constructions with internal stress; nano-rheology and viscoelasticity; and
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chemical kinetics, Brownian motion, and barrier crossing. Essential reading for researchers in
materials science, engineering, and nanotechnology, the book also describes the landmark
experiments that have established the materials properties and energy landscape of large
biological molecules. Molecular Machines is also ideal for the classroom. It gives graduate
students a working knowledge of model building in statistical mechanics, making it an essential
resource for tomorrow's experimentalists in this cutting-edge field. In addition, mathematical
methods are introduced in the bio-molecular context—for example, DNA conformational
transitions are used to illustrate the transfer matrix formalism. The result is a generalized
approach to mathematical problem solving that enables students to apply their findings more
broadly. Molecular Machines represents the next leap forward in nanoscience, as researchers
strive to harness proteins, enzymes, and DNA as veritable machines in medicine, technology,
and beyond.
Brownian Motion Calculus presents the basics of Stochastic Calculus with a focus on the
valuation of financial derivatives. It is intended as an accessible introduction to the technical
literature. A clear distinction has been made between the mathematics that is convenient for a
first introduction, and the more rigorous underpinnings which are best studied from the
selected technical references. The inclusion of fully worked out exercises makes the book
attractive for self study. Standard probability theory and ordinary calculus are the prerequisites.
Summary slides for revision and teaching can be found on the book website.
Bernstein functions appear in various fields of mathematics, e.g. probability theory, potential
theory, operator theory, functional analysis and complex analysis– often with different
definitions and under different names. Among the synonyms are `Laplace exponent' instead of
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Bernstein function, and complete Bernstein functions are sometimes called `Pick functions',
`Nevanlinna functions' or `operator monotone functions'. This monograph– now in its second
revised and extended edition– offers a self-contained and unified approach to Bernstein
functions and closely related function classes, bringing together old and establishing new
connections. For the second edition the authors added a substantial amount of new material.
As in the first edition Chapters 1 to 11 contain general material which should be accessible to
non-specialists, while the later Chapters 12 to 15 are devoted to more specialized topics. An
extensive list of complete Bernstein functions with their representations is provided.
In this paper, time changes of the Brownian motions on generalized Sierpinski carpets
including n-dimensional cube [0,1]n are studied. Intuitively time change corresponds to
alteration to density of the medium where the heat flows. In case of the Brownian motion on
[0,1]n, density of the medium is homogeneous and represented by the Lebesgue measure.
The author's study includes densities which are singular to the homogeneous one. He
establishes a rich class of measures called measures having weak exponential decay. This
class contains measures which are singular to the homogeneous one such as Liouville
measures on [0,1]2 and self-similar measures. The author shows the existence of time
changed process and associated jointly continuous heat kernel for this class of measures.
Furthermore, he obtains diagonal lower and upper estimates of the heat kernel as time tends
to 0. In particular, to express the principal part of the lower diagonal heat kernel estimate, he
introduces “protodistance” associated with the density as a substitute of ordinary metric. If the
density has the volume doubling property with respect to the Euclidean metric, the
protodistance is shown to produce metrics under which upper off-diagonal sub-Gaussian heat
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kernel estimate and lower near diagonal heat kernel estimate will be shown.
A co-publication of the AMS and the Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences at New York
University This book is a concise and self-contained introduction of recent techniques to prove
local spectral universality for large random matrices. Random matrix theory is a fast expanding
research area, and this book mainly focuses on the methods that the authors participated in
developing over the past few years. Many other interesting topics are not included, and neither
are several new developments within the framework of these methods. The authors have
chosen instead to present key concepts that they believe are the core of these methods and
should be relevant for future applications. They keep technicalities to a minimum to make the
book accessible to graduate students. With this in mind, they include in this book the basic
notions and tools for high-dimensional analysis, such as large deviation, entropy, Dirichlet
form, and the logarithmic Sobolev inequality. This manuscript has been developed and
continuously improved over the last five years. The authors have taught this material in several
regular graduate courses at Harvard, Munich, and Vienna, in addition to various summer
schools and short courses. Titles in this series are co-published with the Courant Institute of
Mathematical Sciences at New York University.
GAUGE INTEGRAL STRUCTURES FOR STOCHASTIC CALCULUS AND QUANTUM
ELECTRODYNAMICS A stand-alone introduction to specific integration problems in the
probabilistic theory of stochastic calculus Picking up where his previous book, A Modern
Theory of Random Variation, left off, Gauge Integral Structures for Stochastic Calculus and
Quantum Electrodynamics introduces readers to particular problems of integration in the
probability-like theory of quantum mechanics. Written as a motivational explanation of the key
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points of the underlying mathematical theory, and including ample illustrations of the calculus,
this book relies heavily on the mathematical theory set out in the author’s previous work. That
said, this work stands alone and does not require a reading of A Modern Theory of Random
Variation in order to be understandable. Gauge Integral Structures for Stochastic Calculus and
Quantum Electrodynamics takes a gradual, relaxed, and discursive approach to the subject in
a successful attempt to engage the reader by exploring a narrower range of themes and
problems. Organized around examples with accompanying introductions and explanations, the
book covers topics such as: Stochastic calculus, including discussions of random variation,
integration and probability, and stochastic processes Field theory, including discussions of
gauges for product spaces and quantum electrodynamics Robust and thorough appendices,
examples, illustrations, and introductions for each of the concepts discussed within An
introduction to basic gauge integral theory (for those unfamiliar with the author’s previous
book) The methods employed in this book show, for instance, that it is no longer necessary to
resort to unreliable “Black Box” theory in financial calculus; that full mathematical rigor can
now be combined with clarity and simplicity. Perfect for students and academics with even a
passing interest in the application of the gauge integral technique pioneered by R. Henstock
and J. Kurzweil, Gauge Integral Structures for Stochastic Calculus and Quantum
Electrodynamics is an illuminating and insightful exploration of the complex mathematical
topics contained within.
This book, first published in 2005, introduces measure and integration theory as it is needed in
many parts of analysis and probability.
High-dimensional probability offers insight into the behavior of random vectors, random
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matrices, random subspaces, and objects used to quantify uncertainty in high dimensions.
Drawing on ideas from probability, analysis, and geometry, it lends itself to applications in
mathematics, statistics, theoretical computer science, signal processing, optimization, and
more. It is the first to integrate theory, key tools, and modern applications of high-dimensional
probability. Concentration inequalities form the core, and it covers both classical results such
as Hoeffding's and Chernoff's inequalities and modern developments such as the matrix
Bernstein's inequality. It then introduces the powerful methods based on stochastic processes,
including such tools as Slepian's, Sudakov's, and Dudley's inequalities, as well as generic
chaining and bounds based on VC dimension. A broad range of illustrations is embedded
throughout, including classical and modern results for covariance estimation, clustering,
networks, semidefinite programming, coding, dimension reduction, matrix completion, machine
learning, compressed sensing, and sparse regression.
The purpose of this book is to present results on the subject of weak convergence in function
spaces to study invariance principles in statistical applications to dependent random variables,
U-statistics, censor data analysis. Different techniques, formerly available only in a broad
range of literature, are for the first time presented here in a self-contained fashion. Contents:
Weak convergence of stochastic processes Weak convergence in metric spaces Weak
convergence on C[0, 1] and D[0,?) Central limit theorem for semi-martingales and applications
Central limit theorems for dependent random variables Empirical process Bibliography
Publisher Description

These notes are based on a course of lectures given by Professor Nelson at
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Princeton during the spring term of 1966. The subject of Brownian motion has
long been of interest in mathematical probability. In these lectures, Professor
Nelson traces the history of earlier work in Brownian motion, both the
mathematical theory, and the natural phenomenon with its physical
interpretations. He continues through recent dynamical theories of Brownian
motion, and concludes with a discussion of the relevance of these theories to
quantum field theory and quantum statistical mechanics. Originally published in
1967. The Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest print-on-demand technology
to again make available previously out-of-print books from the distinguished
backlist of Princeton University Press. These editions preserve the original texts
of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and
hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase
access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published
by Princeton University Press since its founding in 1905.
Also called Ito calculus, the theory of stochastic integration has applications in
virtually every scientific area involving random functions. This introductory
textbook provides a concise introduction to the Ito calculus. From the reviews:
"Introduction to Stochastic Integration is exactly what the title says. I would
maybe just add a ‘friendly’ introduction because of the clear presentation and
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flow of the contents." --THE MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES DIGITAL LIBRARY
The subject of this book is analysis on Wiener space by means of Dirichlet forms
and Malliavin calculus. There are already several literature on this topic, but this
book has some different viewpoints. First the authors review the theory of
Dirichlet forms, but they observe only functional analytic, potential theoretical and
algebraic properties. They do not mention the relation with Markov processes or
stochastic calculus as discussed in usual books (e.g. Fukushima's book). Even
on analytic properties, instead of mentioning the Beuring-Deny formula, they
discuss "carré du champ" operators introduced by Meyer and Bakry very
carefully. Although they discuss when this "carré du champ" operator exists in
general situation, the conditions they gave are rather hard to verify, and so they
verify them in the case of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator in Wiener space later. (It
should be noticed that one can easily show the existence of "carré du champ"
operator in this case by using Shigekawa's H-derivative.) In the part on Malliavin
calculus, the authors mainly discuss the absolute continuity of the probability law
of Wiener functionals. The Dirichlet form corresponds to the first derivative only,
and so it is not easy to consider higher order derivatives in this framework. This is
the reason why they discuss only the first step of Malliavin calculus. On the other
hand, they succeeded to deal with some delicate problems (the absolute
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continuity of the probability law of the solution to stochastic differential equations
with Lipschitz continuous coefficients, the domain of stochastic integrals (ItôRamer-Skorokhod integrals), etc.). This book focuses on the abstract structure of
Dirichlet forms and Malliavin calculus rather than their applications. However, the
authors give a lot of exercises and references and they may help the reader to
study other topics which are not discussed in this book. Zentralblatt Math,
Reviewer: S.Kusuoka (Hongo)
This work offers a highly useful, well developed reference on Markov processes,
the universal model for random processes and evolutions. The wide range of
applications, in exact sciences as well as in other areas like social studies,
require a volume that offers a refresher on fundamentals before conveying the
Markov processes and examples for applications. This work does just that, and
with the necessary mathematical rigor.
Brownian Motion and Classical Potential Theory is a six-chapter text that
discusses the connection between Brownian motion and classical potential
theory. The first three chapters of this book highlight the developing properties of
Brownian motion with results from potential theory. The subsequent chapters are
devoted to the harmonic and superharmonic functions, as well as the Dirichlet
problem. These topics are followed by a discussion on the transient potential
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theory of Green potentials, with an emphasis on the Newtonian potentials, as well
as the recurrent potential theory of logarithmic potentials. The last chapters deal
with the application of Brownian motion to obtain the main theorems of classical
potential theory. This book will be of value to physicists, chemists, and biologists.
Self-contained presentation: from elementary material to state-of-the-art
research; Much of the theory in book-form for the first time; Connections are
made between probability and other areas of mathematics, engineering and
mathematical physics
Brownian motion is one of the most important stochastic processes in continuous
time and with continuous state space. Within the realm of stochastic processes,
Brownian motion is at the intersection of Gaussian processes, martingales,
Markov processes, diffusions and random fractals, and it has influenced the
study of these topics. Its central position within mathematics is matched by
numerous applications in science, engineering and mathematical finance. Often
textbooks on probability theory cover, if at all, Brownian motion only briefly. On
the other hand, there is a considerable gap to more specialized texts on
Brownian motion which is not so easy to overcome for the novice. The authors’
aim was to write a book which can be used as an introduction to Brownian motion
and stochastic calculus, and as a first course in continuous-time and continuousPage 19/20
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state Markov processes. They also wanted to have a text which would be both a
readily accessible mathematical back-up for contemporary applications (such as
mathematical finance) and a foundation to get easy access to advanced
monographs. This textbook, tailored to the needs of graduate and advanced
undergraduate students, covers Brownian motion, starting from its elementary
properties, certain distributional aspects, path properties, and leading to
stochastic calculus based on Brownian motion. It also includes numerical recipes
for the simulation of Brownian motion.
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